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The relative valuation of US equities at bear market bottoms:
a perspective on the equity risk premium
Abstract
This paper investigates stock returns, earnings growth, interest rates and the relative valuation of US equities following
the 22 major bear market bottoms from 1881 to 2011. The authors find that large, sustainable bull market returns are
associated with market bottoms where stocks’ earnings yield expands significantly (as P/E ratios compress below average). Market bottoms since 1950 have been associated with shorter bear markets, lower average market earnings yields
and slower real earnings growth following the market bottom, but higher real stock returns over the next 10 years.
Since 1950, equity values have grown significantly faster than earnings, resulting in compression of the market earnings yield and stock-over-bond risk premium. Stock returns have become gradually disconnected from earnings to the
point that the earnings yield is no longer reliably mean-reverting, and thus no longer predictive of future equity returns.
Although we estimate the real equity risk premium to be only 0.5% below its post-1950 average, in the low-inflation,
low-yield environment, US equities are priced to deliver below-average real returns of approximately 3.5% per year for
the coming decade.
Keywords: forecasting models, stock returns, earnings yields, bond yields.
JEL Classification: C22, C53.

Introduction
We investigate stock returns, earnings growth, interest rates and the relative valuation of US equities
following the 22 major bear market bottoms from
1881 to 2011. Our study provides insight into two
issues of importance to investors: (1) the sustainability of the most recent bull market (which began in
March 2009, but stalled in the summer of 2011), and
(2) how the predictability of long-term stock returns
based on their relation with earnings has been
changing over the past 130 years.
We begin with a description of these 22 bear markets, comparing the most recent bear of 2008-2009
with the all-time greats from stock market history.
Beyond being descriptive, however, our study’s
main focus is stocks’ relative valuation at market
bottoms í in particular, how changes in stocks’
earnings yield are related to the bull market returns
that follow, and how equities currently measure up
in this regard as well. As elaborated on in the following section, a large literature suggests that the
market earnings yield (the E/P ratio using 10-year
average earnings, hereafter E10/P) is one of the
most reliable predictors of long-term stock returns,
especially in the US. We, therefore, examine trends
in market earnings yields leading up to and following bear bottoms over the past 130 years.
Our results indicate that large, sustainable bull market returns are associated with bear market bottoms
where the market earnings yield expands significantly (indicating substantial compression in stocks’
P/E ratios). Additionally, we find that market bottoms since 1950 have been associated with shorter
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bear markets and less pronounced declines in equities preceding the market bottom; lower earnings
yields (E10/P ratios) and slower real earnings
growth following the market bottom; but higher real
stock returns over the next decade.
Finding lower average E10/P ratios at bear market
bottoms implies that stocks become less of a bargain
over time, beginning around 1950. The E10/P market earnings yield and stocks’ earnings yield relative
to interest rates (the stock-over-bond risk premium)
have gradually compressed as equity values have
grown faster than the long-term trend in earnings for
several multi-decade periods. Despite this persistent
compression in average market E10/P ratios (a gradual lowering of expected returns), stocks have delivered higher realized returns, however. Equity values have, therefore, become increasingly disconnected from earnings in the post-World War II period, to the extent that the market earnings yield is
no longer predictive of future returns as it was pre1950. Our findings suggest that, even after the
summer correction of 2011, US equity values remain inflated compared with the earnings US companies will most likely be capable of generating.
1. The market earnings yield and future
equity returns
The idea that unusually high or low market valuation ratios lead to large future stock price changes is
well established in the literature. For example,
Campbell and Shiller (1998, 2001) show that an
extremely low market dividend yield and/or earnings yield provide reliable forecasts of belowaverage future stock returns. Most studies focus on
the predictive power of stocks’ earnings yield, as
firms’ payout ratios are influenced by a variety of
155
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other factors (Domian and Reichenstein, 2009). The
high volatility of short-term earnings has led to
widespread use of the earnings yield based on a 10year moving average of earnings (the E10/P ratio) to
determine the relative valuation of stocks and predict future long-term returns, as originally proposed
by Graham and Dodd (1934) and developed more
extensively by Campbell and Shiller (1998, 2001)
and Shiller (2002, 2005). Research by Salomons
(2009) confirms that the E10/P ratio is best for forecasting long-term returns, while a related variable,
the earnings yield (based on 1-year trailing earnings) over bond yield spread (E/P – Y, often referred
to as the Fed Model), is best for shorter-term tactical
asset allocation decisions.
The E10/P ratio is predictive of future returns because investors use the metric as an easilyobservable proxy for the equity risk premium, and
the ratio is thought to display mean-reverting properties (Domian and Reichenstein, 2009). Extreme
values of the market E10/P reliably predict future
long-term returns because mean reversion of the
market E10/P occurs mainly via an adjustment of
stock prices rather than earnings (Campbell and
Shiller, 1998). Coakley and Fuertes (2006) and He
(2009) describe how a mean-reverting earnings
yield forecasts returns: at market tops (bottoms) the
average E10/P is compressed (expanded) due to
inflated (depressed) stock prices. Thus, unusually
low E10/Ps predict below-average future returns as
high stock prices subsequently correct downward,
and unusually high E10/Ps predict above-average
future returns as stock prices recover from their
depressed levels.
Coakley and Fuertes (2006) stress the role of investor sentiment as a factor causing stock prices to rise
above their fundamental values during bull markets.
In particular, they find that sentiment-based positive
shocks have “more pronounced and long-lasting
effects than similar shocks in bear markets” (p.
2327). These authors conclude that stock prices
become increasingly disconnected from fundamentals during bull markets, but “valuation ratios and
prices move toward their equilibrium levels during
bear markets” (p. 2325). Our study will, therefore,
investigate the extent to which stock prices in recent
decades have merely moved towards equilibrium
during bear markets, vs. fully reverting to (or overshooting) a long-term average expected return
and/or risk premium fully concomitant with the
risks of equity investing.
Coakley and Fuertes’ (2006) finding that stock valuations become increasingly disconnected from
fundamentals during bull markets based on investor
sentiment (a behavioral factor) makes valuation156

based predictability a potentially ephemeral effect.
Kim, Nelson and Starz (1991) and He (2009)
present evidence that the mean-reverting properties
of stock returns (and thus the market E10/P ratio, by
implication) have been inconsistent through time.
Kim et al. (1991) find no mean reversion in stocks’
valuation ratios post-World War II, while He (2009)
reports that the ratio is only mean-reverting before
and after the 1942-1989 period. Similar results can
be found in the work of other researchers, including
Carlson, Pelz and Wohar (2002), who find that the
average market P/E ratio shifted to a higher mean in
recent decades; Manzan (2007), who documents a
structural break in the equity premium around 1950;
Siegel (2007), who rationalizes that stocks’ dividend
yield permanently falling below the yield on the 10year T-note in 1958 did not indicate overvaluation
in equities; Weigand and Irons (2008), who report
that stock prices and earnings are no longer cointegrated post-1960, implying that a linear combination
of prices and earnings, such as the market E10/P
ratio, will no longer revert to the mean; and McQuarrie (2009, p. 6), who writes that equity investors
need to “put the fear back in investing” (by demanding higher expected returns). All of these studies
raise doubts about whether the market earnings
yield is consistently mean-reverting.
We, therefore, examine stock returns and earnings
growth around bear market bottoms, and report on
the extent to which stocks’ earnings yield fully or
partially expands at these market turning points. We
place particular emphasis on how the stock price/
earnings connection has been changing over the past
60 years, and the implications of these changes for
the predictability of long-term returns. Our main
findings are that bear markets are shorter, stock
prices fall by less, and the market E10/P ratio no
longer expands as generously at bear market bottoms as it did pre-1950. The extent of the stock
price/earnings disconnect is so profound that the
market earnings yield is not predictive of future
stock returns as it was pre-1950. US equities have,
therefore, become increasingly overvalued in the
post-World War II period, and remain over valued
even after the sharp correction in stocks in the
summer of 2011.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We describe our data and methodology in
the next section, and then report our empirical
findings regarding stocks’ relative valuation and
the long-term relation between earnings and stock
prices in the sections that follow. Conclusions and
implications of our results are contained in the
final section.
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2. Data an
nd methodo
ology
The stock price
p
index, dividend, eaarnings and interi
est rate daata used in the
t study aree taken from
m the
database generously
g
m
maintained
and updated by
Shiller (20011). These data are avaailable for downd
load from his websitee. The data are adjustedd for
inflation as
a shown byy Shiller (20011). Unless otherwise speecified, all references to stock returns
and earninngs refer too real values of thesee variables. Thhe data, at the
t time they were acceessed
for this stuudy, extend from Januaary 1871 to June
2011. We use all the observations
o
s in the databbase.
Our time period
p
labelss indicate thhe beginningg of a
10-year peeriod, so the label 1950--2000, for exxample, referss to the 10-year periods beginninng in
1950 throuugh 2000 (w
with the last 10-year peeriod
ending in 2010).
2
We compuute average annual buy--and-hold reeturns
over 10-yeear horizons with aggreggate market dividends reinvvested at thee same percentage change in
the stock price index. All
A reported returns,
r
thereefore,
include thee effect of reinvested
r
diividends. Ass previously mentioned,
m
o
our
market earnings yield
(E10/P ratiio) is based on
o a 10-yearr moving aveerage

e
dividded by the m
most recent value of Shil-of earnings
ler’ss stock price index. Addiitionally, we calculate ann
E10
0/P – Y stockk-over-bond yield spread
d using bothh
a 10-year moving average of earnings and bondd
yields to betterr represent a long-term equity riskk
prem
mium. Lastlyy, because there is no formal rulee
regaarding what constitutes a bear marrket (beyondd
the widely-acceppted í 20% decline in no
ominal stockk
pricces), we idenntify bear maarket bottomss as outlinedd
in Pagan
P
and Soossounov (20003).
3. From
F
markeet top to beaar market bottom
b
Figu
ure 1 depictts total real stock return
ns from thee
mon
nth of the preceding
p
buull market to
op until thee
mon
nth in whichh the markeet reaches itts new bearr
marrket bottom. The mean percentage decline pre-1950 is -39.3%, vs. -32.0%
% post-1950. This differ-encee is statisticcally signifiicant at the 10% levell
baseed on a diffeerence-betweeen-the-mean
ns t-statistic..
Thee unusually severe declinee of -80% in
n 1932 skewss
thesse results, hoowever. Omiitting 1932, the
t pre-19500
meaan is -35.2%
%, and the ddifference pree- and post-1950 is no lonnger statisticaally significant. Overalll
therre is marginaal evidence tthat US stoccks find bot-tom
m after less seevere declinees post-1950..

Note: This figgure depicts thee total return to the S&P 500 frrom the previou
us market top too the market bottom.
m (1896-2009)
Fig. 1. Reaal stock returnss from market top to bottom

Figure 2 depicts
d
the nuumber of moonths it takees for
stocks to bottom
b
out following
f
thheir previouss bull
market highs. The pre-1950 averagge is 34.8 moonths,
but once aggain this aveerage is heavvily influenceed by
the 112 moonths it tookk stocks to finnally find boottom
in 1896. Excluding
E
18896, the pre-1950 averaage is
27.1 monthhs, vs. 16.0 months
m
post--1950; this differd
ence is staatistically siignificant (pp = 0.03). These
T
findings arre helpful inn interpretingg Figure 1 í one
reason stoccks fall by less
l
at markket bottoms post1950 is thhat they botttom out ann average of
o 13
months soooner. And, byy implicationn, if stocks spend
s
less time in bear modde post-1950, they must be

nding more time in bulll mode. Theese findingss
spen
also
o provide a complemenntary perspecctive on thee
resu
ults reportedd by He (22009), who
o finds thatt
stocck returns steadily
s
incrrease from the 1880s-200
00s, and Coaakley and Fuuertes (2006
6), who con-clud
de that the effects
e
of poositive shoccks on stockk
pricces are “moore pronounnced and lo
ong-lasting””
than
n the negatiive shocks in bear maarkets. Notee
thatt progressivvely longer bull markeets, steadilyy
incrreasing returrns, and a stronger reacttion to posi-tivee shocks suppport the ideea that the market
m
earn-ingss yield does not revert tto the same mean valuee
consistently oveer time.
157
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Note: This figuure depicts the number of monnths it takes US
S stocks to decliine from bull market
m
top to beaar market bottom.
Fiig. 2. Months frrom top to botttom (1896-20009)

4. Stock retturns, earnings growth and
expected reeturns
Figure 3 deppicts the aveerage annual real and nom
minal
stock returnns for the 100-year periodd following bear
market bottooms from 18896-1990 (thee 2003 and 2009
2
bottoms are omitted from
m the forwardd-looking exhhibits
because a full
f 10 yearss of data posst-bottom aree not
available). Nominal
N
returrns averaged 6.9% per yeaar for

d
follow
wing a bear bbottom beforre 1950, but
the decade
10.3%
% per year affter 1950. Reeal returns aveeraged 4.0%
and 5.4% pre- annd post-1950,, respectively
y. These difnces are statiistically signnificant (p-vaalues = 0.02
feren
and 0.05). The five
f
bull maarkets that sttarted in the
0s-1990s period each delivvered higher nominal
n
and
1970
real returns
r
than the
t precedingg bull markett, a first-time
occu
urrence in the history of invvesting.

Note: This figgure shows average annual compound stock returns (with dividends
d
reinvested annually)) following eacch bear market
bottom from 1896-1990.
1
Thee 2003 and 20099 bear bottoms are omitted beecause 10 full years of data folllowing these market
m
bottoms
are not availabble.
nnual stock retturns for ten years
y
followingg a market botttom
Fig. 3. Average an

Figure 4 deepicts averaage annual 10-year
1
reall returns follow
wing a beaar bottom compared too the
average annnual growth in real earnings
e
forr the
same 10-yeear period. Real
R
earninggs grew an avera
age of 2.8%
% per year following a market botttom
pre-1950, but
b only 1..7% post-19950. While real
and nominaal stock retuurns have beeen higher after
a

158

h bear bottoom post-19550, real earnings have
each
grow
wn more sloowly follow
wing these market
m
bottomss. This findding anticipaates our maajor results
that follow. Thee key point ffor market valuation
v
is
that stock returnns have beccome increaasingly disconn
nected from
m growth inn real earnin
ngs for an
extended periodd of time.
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Fig. 4. Average annu
ual growth in real
r earnings and
a real stock returns for thee decade follow
wing a market bottom

We take a closer look at the long--term relationn between retuurns and earnings in Figures
F
5 annd 6,
which depict cumulatiive compounnd real stock returns and earnings grrowth from 1881-19499 and
1950-2011, respectivelly. Perhaps the
t most surrprising findingg from Figurre 5 is that both
b
stock reeturns
and earninngs make a big round trip
t
back to zero

from
m 1881-19466. One cannoot help but wonder
w
how
w
conttemporary investors, whho have beemoaned thee
receent “lost deccade”, wheree stocks hav
ve generatedd
negaative real reeturns since 2000 and been
b
outper-form
med by bonnds for the past 40 yeears (Arnott,,
2009), would coope with a 655-year round
d trip back too
zero
o in real term
ms? …with diividends rein
nvested?

Fig. 5.
5 Cumulative compound reaal stock return
ns and earningss growth (18811-1949)

Comparingg the long-terrm compounnd growth inn both
series we see
s that, althoough earninggs are more volatile, stock returns andd earnings reemain on similar
growth paths through 1946, untiil earnings surge
s
ahead in thhe period im
mmediately following World
W
War II. Exxamining Figgure 6, howeever, we seee that
cumulativee stock returrns begin ouutpacing earnnings
growth after 1950, first during thhe prolongedd bull
market thaat culminatedd in the “Nifty Fifty” buubble
in the 19600s, and by an
a even greaater magnituude in
the great seecular bull that began inn 1982 and ended
e
with the buursting of thee technology bubble in 20000.

n the stock price/earnin
ngs relation
n
4.1. Changes in
overr time. The divergent ggrowth rates in stock re-turn
ns and earninngs post-19550 have impo
ortant impli-catio
ons for the time
t
series rrelation betw
ween the twoo
seriees. Even though the seriees’ correlatio
on is actuallyy
stronger post-19950 (+0.53 vvs. +0.66), th
he nature off
thatt correlation is different iin the two su
ubperiods. A
uniq
que type off time seriess correlation
n known ass
coin
ntegration prrevails from
m 1881-1949
9 (Campbelll
and Shiller, 19887; Coakley and Fuertess, 2006; andd
Weiigand and Irrons, 2008). Cointegratio
on describess
how
w the E10/P ratio,
r
as a linnear combin
nation of twoo
159
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cointegratedd I(1) series, is itself I(00), or stationnary.
When earniings and pricces are cointtegrated, the two
series are nonstationary
n
y around the same stochhastic
trend, and thhe E10/P rattio displays mean
m
reversion í
this is impoortant becausse the ratio’s mean-reveerting
properties are
a what givee it predictivee value regarrding
future long--term stock returns,
r
and an
a earnings yield
y
that fully meean-reverts (oor overshootss its mean) at bear
market botttoms implies a fairly-valuued (or undeervalued) stock market.
m
Stockk prices grow
wing significaantly

ults in earnfasteer than earninngs from 1950-2000 resu
ings and prices reemaining corrrelated, howeever, but not
cointtegrated (Weeigand and Irrons, 2008). The nonstationaarity of earnings and priices thereforee no longer
cancel out in the E10/P ratio, implying thaat the ratio is
not mean-revertin
m
ng, and no loonger reliablly predictive
of fu
uture returns. Perhaps most important, equities are
left partially oveervalued whhen the mark
ket earnings
yield
d fails to com
mpletely revert
rt to its mean at bear market bottoms.
b

Fig. 6. Cumulative compound
c
reall stock returnss and earnings growth (1950--2011)

We further explore the implications
i
of the disconnnect
between lonng-term stockk returns andd earnings groowth
in Figure 7, which depictts the averagee market earnnings
yield (E10/P
P ratio) and E10/P
E
– Y riskk premium at bear
market bottooms from 18996-2009. At each of the seven
s
bear bottom
ms through 19932, stocks’ expected retturns
are reset at increasinglyy higher leveels as pessim
mism

b
panics, nnumerous faiiled attempts
assocciated with bank
at crreating a Fedderal Reservee system, thee uncertainty
over World War I, and the crrash of 1929 and ensuing
depreession influennced attitudees about equitty investing.
Thesse large expeected returns and risk prremia reflect
the fear
f that McQ
Quarrie (20099) asserts is missing
m
from
st
invesstors’ mindseet in the 21 ccentury.

Note: This figure shows the average
a
market earnings yield (E10/P ratio) and
a equity prem
mium over 10-year interest ratees (E10/P – Y)
at month-end of
o each bear maarket bottom froom 1896-2009.
Fig. 7.
7 Average marrket earnings yield
y
(E10/P) and equity prem
mium (E10/P – Y) at market bottom (1896--2009)

160
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Equity exppected returnns fail to exxhibit similaar expansion froom the mid-1930s througgh the 1970 bear,
however. Only
O
the beaar bottoms inn 1974 and 1982
result in a full
f reset of equity
e
expeccted returns above
a
10% í butt note that sttocks’ expeccted return vs. interest rates (the E10/P – Y spread) never
n
fully reesets.
As describbed by previous studies (e.g., Modiggliani
and Cohn, 1979; and Asness,
A
2003)), higher infllation
w “money illupost-WWIII confounds investors with
sion” and they
t
fail to see that, eveen if stock prices
p
fall by 30%
%, forward-looking expeected returnss may
still be inaddequate whenn compared with bond yields.
Stocks need to fall by even
e
more when
w
inflationn and
interest rattes are higheer so that thheir real expected
return is apppropriately competitivee with bondss and
other assett classes. Because
B
the stock-over--bond
risk premiuum never fullly resets, eacch successivee bull
market layyers ever-largger returns on top of an
a increasingly inadequate risk premium
m. As illusttrated
m
bull-andby Figure 6, over the course of multiple
bear cyclees, faster-groowing stockk prices beccome
progressiveely disconneccted from slow
wer-growing earnings througgh the 2000s.. Moreover, despite the disapd
pointing reeturns earnedd by US eqquities 2000-22011,

the reset of thhe stock price/earnings/iinterest ratee
relaation remainss incomplete,, given the riisks inherentt
in markets
m
todayy. In the nexxt section wee take a clos-er lo
ook at the behavior
b
of tthe stock-over-bond riskk
prem
mium over time and aaround the March
M
20099
marrket bottom.
4.2. The E10/P
P – Y risk p
premium. Comparisons
C
s
h as those in Figure 7, coompelling as they are, doo
such
not convey the cumulative effect of co
ompoundingg
stocck prices andd earnings at different rattes for multi-decaade periods. The implicaations of theese divergentt
grow
wth rates aree further elabborated on in
n the figuress
thatt follow, begginning with Figure 8, which
w
depictss
the E10/P – Y riisk premium
m and the cum
mulative reall
mpound returrn to stocks from 1881-1949. Notee
com
how
w the stock-over-bond rrisk premium
m varies in-verssely with buull and bearr market con
nditions, butt
alm
most never diips below 2%
%, except briefly in thee
late 1890s throuugh early 19000s and agaiin during thee
M
deespite wild swings
s
from
m
1929 bubble. Moreover,
Great Depresssion, the eq-Worrld War I thhrough the G
uity
y risk premiuum varies arround a stablle mean andd
mov
ves proportioonately with stock valuess.

Fig. 8. Cum
mulative compoound real stock
k returns and the E10/P – Y risk premium
m (1881-1949)

Figure 9 coompares the E10/P
E
í Y rissk premium vs.
v the
cumulative real compouund return to stocks from 19501
2011. Evenn a casual exaamination off the graph reeveals
that the poost-1950 perriod is signiificantly diffferent.
First, the sttock-over-bond risk prem
mium is no loonger
stationary around
a
a singgle mean valuue; the seriess is in
an easily-ddiscernable downtrend from 1950-22000.
Moreover, all the real returns
r
earneed by US eqquities
over the paast 130 yearss occurred during
d
this peeriod,
peaking inn 2000. Theese outsized returns flucctuate
through buull and bear swings, butt the bear market
m
corrections do not reset the risk prem
mium in the same

nner as pre-11950. Insteadd, the E10/P í Y spreadd
man
only
y partially exppands beforee being furtheer depleted inn
the next
n bull marrket. From 19988-2000, thee mean equi-ty riisk premium is negative í despite steaadily decreas-ing interest rates during the saame period. Although
A
thee
bearr bottom of March 20099 was characcterized as a
period of fear boordering on ooutright paniic, the equityy
risk premium exxpanded onlyy briefly, and
d never evenn
reacched 5%, beefore vigorouusly rising stock pricess
drag
gged it all thee way back ddown to a low
w of 2%. Be-foree 1950, risk premia
p
were only associaated with ex-trem
me circumstannces, such as the 1929 bub
bble.
161
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Fig. 9. Cum
mulative compoound real stock
k returns and the
t E10/P – Y risk
r premium (1950-2011)

The evidencce we presennt regarding secularly declining equity expected
e
retuurns and riskk premia are consistent with the findingss of other ressearchers, inccluding Arnott and Ryan (2001), Claaus and Thoomas
(2001), andd Siegel (19999 and 2002). Norman and
Thiagarajann (2009) proopose a varriety of reaasons
overoptimisstic investorrs have failed to propperly
price in an adequate equuity expected return andd risk
premium inn recent yeaars (and mayy continue too do
so), includinng financial innovation and
a deregulaation,
technology--driven increeases in acccess to inforrmation, repeal of the Glasss-Steagall Acct, eliminatioon of
the short-saales uptick ruule, and Bernnanke’s ill-tiimed
promotion of
o the “Greaat Moderationn”, which fuueled
a general deecrease in rissk aversion.
5. Implicattions for futu
ure stock reeturns
In this secttion we exam
mine the impplications off our
results for future
f
stock returns, as well
w as the reelevance of usinng the E10/P
P ratio for prredicting retuurns,
in light of the earnings/stock pricee disconnectt we
document above.
a
Figurre 10 comppares the maarket
earnings yieeld and cum
mulative real stock returns for
the 60 montths followingg the four woorst bear marrkets
in history with
w those of the current US
U stock maarket,
which is 299 months pastt its March 20009 bottom at
a the
time of this writing. We see that, forr three of the four
i which earnnings
worst bears í 1932, 19422, and 1974, in
b
expaanded to 188.0%,
yields at thhe market bottom
11.7%, and 11.5%, resppectively í total real retturns
were positivve for the nexxt 5 years: 72%, 31%, andd 8%.
For the 1938 bear, in whhich the markket earnings yield
y

162

y expanded to 8.5%, tootal 5-year real
r
returns
only
equaalled -6%. Moreover,
M
exxpansion of the market
earnings yield att these majoor market bo
ottoms foreyear returns
castss the magnittude of the ffollowing 5-y
í hig
gher earninggs yields at uunusually sev
vere market
botto
oms have beeen associatted with mo
onotonically
high
her total long-term real reeturns.
Figu
ure 10 also shows
s
the m
market earnin
ngs yield in
Marcch 2009 andd total real reeturns for thee 29 months
follo
owing this most
m
recent bear bottom
m. Although
Marcch 2009 wass the second worst markeet bottom in
histo
ory with a -551.7% declinne, the averaage earnings
yield
d only expannded to 7.6%
%, slightly less than its
post--1950 bear bottom
b
averagge of 8.2%. Despite
D
this
mod
dest expansioon in the E10/P ratio, real
r
returns
sincee March 20009 have consiistently been
n the highest
comp
pared to the other fouur major beaar bottoms.
Even
n the sharp correction
c
in July-Augusst 2011 only
managed to bring the 2009-22011 trend down
d
to that
he 1942 reccovery (wherre the mark
ket earnings
of th
yield
d at the bottoom was a fulll 4% higher)). The same
earnings/price disconnect thhat gradually
y developed
post--1950 is mannifest in stoccks’ relative valuation at
the March
M
2009 bottom andd the returns that follow
overr the next 29
2 months. These findiings further
supp
port the view
w that stock rreturns and earnings
e
are
not related
r
in thee same mannner as they were
w
before
1950
0, and that the
t long-term
m returns geenerated by
the contemporary
c
y stock markket may no longer
l
be as
closeely related too stocks’ rellative valuattion as they
weree in pre-19500 period.
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Fig. 10. Stoocks’ earningss yield and cum
mulative real sttock returns foor the 60 months following
the five woorst stock marrket declines

5.1. Does the
t E10/P ratio
r
still forrecast futurre returns? In this section we estimatee a typical model
m
used to forrecast long-teerm returns, following sttudies
such as Assness (2000)), Weigand and
a Irons (2007),
and Salom
mons (2009).. Estimatingg the model preand post-1950 will provide additiional insightt into
s
returnn/earnings reelation has been
how the stock
changing over
o
time, annd whether the
t market E10/P
E
ratio is as relevant forr predicting returns as it
i has
been in thee past. The model
m
is show
wn as equatioon (1)
below. Thee average annnual real retuurn to US equuities
over the neext 10 yearss is modeledd as a functioon of
stocks’ earrnings yield (E10/P ratioo) and addittional
variables featured
f
in the literaturre. Ibbotsonn and
Chen (20033) identify reeal earnings growth and inflai
tion as keyy determinannts of equity returns, andd Asness (20000) shows thaat returns arre also posittively
related to investors’
i
long-term exppectations of relative stock and bond voolatility. Folllowing these authors, we include the average
a
annuual growth inn real
t prior 10 years
earnings annd rate of infflation over the
and the standard deviattion of annuaal stock and bond
returns oveer the previouus 20 years inn the regresssion.

D  E1 ( E10 / P )t 
 E 2 (G in Real E )t 10  E 3 ( Annuall 'CPI )t 10  (1)
 E 4 (20YrrV S )  E 5 (200YrV B )  H .
Real Rett 10

Our findinngs are reporrted in Tablle 1. Panel A reports resultts estimatingg the model from 1900--2000
(with the last
l
10-year period endinng in 2010).. The
regression provides a good
g
fit oveerall, with ann adjusted R-sqquared of 60.3%.
6
The market earnnings
yield is positively rellated to futture returns.. For
every 1% rise in the market earnnings yield at
a the
beginning of
o a 10-year period, futuure returns arre, on

n
decade..
averrage, 0.44% per year higgher for the next
Higher growth in real earniings and hig
gher inflationn
overr the prior decade
d
are also associated
d with largerr
futu
ure returns. Fiinally, we seee that higher trailing vola-tility
y in both eqquities and bbonds results in investorss
dem
manding higheer future returrns from stoccks as well.
Pan
nel B reportss results froom the samee regressionn
estim
mated from 1900-1949, the period in
i which thee
marrket earnings yield and sstock-over-bo
ond risk pre-miu
um exhibitedd more proonounced meean-revertingg
behaavior. The model
m
fit is im
mproved usin
ng data from
m
this subperiod. The adjustted R-squarred rises too
5%. Also notte that the cooefficients on
n the startingg
70.5
E10
0/P ratio andd real earninggs growth ov
ver the priorr
decaade are largeer and moree statistically
y significant..
Pre--1950, a 1% rise in the m
market earniings yield iss
asso
ociated with a 0.73% inccrease in reaal returns forr
the next 10 yearrs. All the reemaining varriables retainn
their sign and statistical signnificance.
Pan
nel C showss the regression re-estim
mated usingg
dataa from the 1950-2000 pperiod. The explanatoryy
pow
wer of the model
m
declinnes post-195
50, with thee
adju
usted R-squaared falling too 55.7%. Thee most strik-ing result from Panel C conncerns the eaarnings yieldd
and trailing eaarnings grow
wth variablees, both off
which are insignificant in thhe post-1950
0 subperiod..
Traiiling inflatioon and stockk and bond volatility
v
ac-coun
nt for all thhe explanatorry power off the model..
Wheen we re-estiimate the moodel in Panel D omittingg
earn
nings yield and
a trailing eearnings grow
wth, the signn
and magnitude of
o the remaining coefficients remainn
ble, and theeir statisticall significancce improvess
stab
sligh
htly. The addjusted R-sqquared of th
he model iss
unaffected by omission
o
of the earning
gs yield andd
trailling earningss growth variiables post-1950.
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Table 1. Regressions of 10-year real returns on forecasting variables
This table shows the results from regressions of the average annual real return to US stocks for the next 10 years on the starting
market earnings yield, average annual growth in real earnings and the change in inflation over the prior decade, and the annual
volatility of stocks and bonds over the prior 20 years. Standard errors are computed as in Newey and West (1987).

Real Rett 10

D  E1 ( E10 / P)t  E 2 (G in Real E ) t 10  E 3 ( Annual 'CPI )t 10  E 4 (20YrV S )  E 5 (20YrV B )  H

Panel A: 1900-2000

D

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

R2
60.3%

Coefficient

-0.1697

0.4445

0.0828

1.1792

0.4887

0.3151

t-statistic

-25.27*

8.41*

2.66*

20.48*

23.03*

9.74*

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

R2
70.5%

Panel B: 1900-1949

D
Coefficient

-0.1683

0.7269

0.1437

0.8551

0.2707

0.9106

t-statistic

-27.15*

14.32*

4.57*

14.11*

6.26*

4.41*

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

R2
55.7%

Panel C: 1950-2000 (5 variables)

D
Coefficient

-0.2797

0.1595

í0.0356

1.4373

0.9883

0.6008

t-statistic

-8.24*

0.95

í0.51

8.57*

12.77*

4.33*

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

R2
55.7%

Panel D: 1950-2000 (3 variables)

D
Coefficient

-0.2599

1.6130

0.9462

0.5180

t-statistic

-13.49*

22.87*

15.10*

6.73*

Note: * Significant at the 0.01 level.

These findings further support the view that the
stock return/earnings relation is significantly different pre- and post-1950. Before 1950, the market
earnings yield predictably reverted to the mean, and
future equity returns were related to expansion and
contraction of this key ratio í a convenient heuristic
for the long-term expected return US equities would
deliver. Post-1950, we find that the stock return/earnings relation becomes strained as stock prices grow faster than the long-term trend in earnings,
eventually resulting in stock prices and earnings losing the cointegrating relation that drove mean reversion in the ratio. In the period following World War
II, stock returns have become gradually disconnected from earnings to the point that the earnings
yield is no longer reliably mean-reverting, and thus
no longer predictive of future equity returns.
We can, of course, still use the model in Panel D of
Table 1 to estimate the long-term expected return on
US equities based on prior patterns in inflation and
market volatility. As of August 2011, the average annual rate of CPI inflation from Shiller’s database was
2.69%, and the standard deviation of annual stock and
bond returns over the past 20 years was 17.36% and
16.76%, respectively. Plugging these values into the
model from Panel D we obtain the following:
 0.2599  (1.6130 u 0.0269 ) 
 (0.9462 u 0.1736 )  (0.5180 u 0.1676 )
0.0346 .
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(2)

The estimate is that US equities are priced to deliver
long-term real returns of 3.46% per year for the next
decade, which is 2% lower than the average real
returns stocks delivered from 1950-2000, but only
0.5% lower than the pre-1950 average of 4.0%.
With the yield on the 10-year T-note approximately
equal to inflation at the time of this writing, this is
also the estimate for the real stock-over-bond risk
premium. While a 3.5% risk premium is historically
low, it is actually 2% higher than the historical average E10/P – Y spread from 1950-2000 (1.4%).
Summary and conclusions
We investigate stock returns, earnings growth, interest rates and the relative valuation of US equities
following the 22 major bear market bottoms from
1881-2011. Our main focus is the extent to which
stocks’ earnings yield (the E10/P ratio using a 10year moving average of earnings) fully reverts to or
overshoots its mean at bear bottoms, thus incorporating large expected returns into equity prices that
are realized in future bull markets. We find that
large, sustainable bull market returns are associated
with bear market bottoms where the market earnings
yield expands significantly. Profound declines in
stock prices resulting in robust expansion of the
market earnings yield at market bottoms occur
mainly before 1950, however. Overall, bear market
bottoms since 1950 have been associated with
shorter bear markets, lower average market earnings
yields and slower real earnings growth following the
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market bottom, but higher real stock returns over
the next decade. We further find that the market
earnings yield and E10/P – Y risk premium have
been undergoing long-term compression since the
1950s (meaning that P/E ratios are generally higher). This compression has been driven by equity
values growing faster than the long-term trend in
earnings for several multi-decade periods.
Equity values growing faster than earnings for an
extended period of time means that the stock return/earnings relation is significantly different preand post-1950. Before 1950, the market earnings
yield predictably reverted to the mean (often overshooting at bear bottoms), and future equity returns
were related to expansion and contraction of this
key ratio. Post-1950, we find that the stock return/earnings relation becomes strained as stock
prices grow faster than the long-term trend in earnings, eventually resulting in stock prices and earn-

ings losing the cointegrating relation that drove
mean reversion in the ratio. In the period following
World War II, stock returns have become gradually
disconnected from earnings to the point that the
earnings yield is no longer reliably mean-reverting,
and thus no longer predictive of future equity returns. US stocks’ earnings yield and trailing earnings growth are unrelated to future long-term returns
post-1950.
Despite all the anxiety about the “lost decade” in
stocks, US equity values in 2011 remain inflated
compared with the fundamental earnings US companies will most likely be capable of producing, and
long-term future expected returns remain low. Although we estimate the real equity risk premium to be
only 0.5% below its post-1950 average, in a low inflation, low bond yield environment, our forecast is that
US equities are priced to deliver real returns of approximately 3.5% per year for the coming decade.
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